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tasks. Artificial intelligence and machine
learning is expected to be on more
jobsites within the upcoming years and
as a result, more firms will realize its
benefits to the construction workflow,
money savings, time savings and the
increase in worker safety. According
to Midwest Economic Policy Institute,
automation could potentially displace up
to 2.7 million construction workers by
2057, however as long as 100% of the
tasks cannot be automated, there will
still be a need for human labor.

7 TRENDS THAT WILL SHAPE COMMERCIAL
CONSTRUCTION IN 2020
For a competitive and splintered
industry that from time to time can
be hesitant to revolutionary changes,
the construction world has continued
to see gradual changes. Read on for
the seven biggest factors to watch for
in 2020.
1. Modular construction heights
increasing – The modular
construction market is projected
to grow at a compound annual
growth rate of 6.9% from $112.4
billion to $157 billion by 2023.
Buildings being constructed offsite

by prefabricated modular units are
stacking taller and taller. The drive
in this movement has been tied
to the lack of skilled labor, lack
of affordable housing, rising and
unpredictable material costs and
the constant pressure to deliver
on time and on budget.
2. Technology supplementing,
not replacing, human workers –
Automation is allowing the
opportunity to create better and
more meaningful work by taking
away redundant and repetitive
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3. Design-build popularity growing –
The method of contracting a single
entity to both design and construct
a project is growing. Companies are
aiming to hire contractors with the
“master builder” approach due to
lower costs, better timelines and clearer
contractual remedies. FMI Corp.
predicts that the spending on designbuild projects will increase by 18%
the next three years, coming in around
$324 billion.
4. Building lean, cutting waste in
all forms – Lean principles, along
with automation, helped grow
manufacturing global labor productivity
by 3.6% annually over the past two
decades compared to construction
at 1% productivity growth. With an
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if that means outsourcing from a
foreign country. Multiple bullet train
projects throughout the U.S have
moved to private funding, as this has
helped keep projects up to speed.
7. Gen Z growing up – Recruiting of
Millennials (born 1981 – 1995) is
coming to the end of the road as
recruiters are focusing on Generation
Z (Gen Z) born after 1995. Gen Z has
witnessed their Generation X (born
1961 – 1981) parents weather the
recession and have been spooked
by the increased debt of Millennials,
therefore they have started looking
for alternatives for getting a good
education. Construction companies
could attract these Gen Zers with
earn-as-you-learn programs along
with career advancement paths.
According to a recent Barna
study, 66% of Gen Zers want to
start a career before the age of
30 compared with only 51% of
millennials. Gen Z could also help
construction firms utilize more
technology.
Conclusion
To keep up with the competition, it is
highly encouraged that companies in
the construction industry consider these
seven expected trends of 2020.
expected downturn in our economy
for 2020, it would be beneficial
now for the construction industry
to reduce inefficiency and improve
productivity levels. The philosophy
of eliminating waste from excess
materials delivered (just-in-time
deliveries) to overlapping tasks in
workflow. McGraw Hill Construction
survey found 84% reported higher
quality projects since transitioning
from traditional methods, 80% saw
greater customer satisfaction, 77%
experienced greater productivity and
77% improved jobsite safety.
5. More drones taking flight –
Drones have evolved from just
capturing photos to mapping
capabilities, volumetric analysis,

and thermal heat imaging, with
more capabilities to come. Drone
technology can gather and analyze
information that human workers
either couldn’t collect or wouldn’t
notice. To encourage increased use,
the Low Altitude Authorization and
Notification Capability (LAANC)
opened 99% of U.S. airspace to
drones and reduced flight approval
time from 90 days to just seconds.
6. Private firms leading high-speed
rail projects – Some projects have
decided to move from public funding
to private funding due to public
funding limitations. One of the
benefits of using private investors is
that developers are able to use the
best technology for the project, even

It would be

beneficial now for the

construction industry
to reduce inefficiency
and improve

productivity levels.
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BEST PRACTICES IN IMPROVING CASH FLOW
FOR SUBCONTRACTORS

Most businesses understand the
concept of cash flow - cash inflows
and cash outflows, but this concept is
more complex than just making sure
cash inflows are greater than cash
outflows. Typically, subcontractors are
not considered high priority for timely
payments and will not be paid until
the general contractor is paid. This
can cause working capital challenges
in a robust construction market, as
volumes increase, more cash stress is
placed on subcontractors. The delay
in cash receipts can be made longer
if there are disputes between the
general contractor (“GC”) and the
owner, which is why having a good
understanding of the contract terms
and various parties involved is key.
There are multiple areas subcontractors
can address to help improve cash
flow, such as forecasting models,
understanding contract payment terms

and the parties involved, identifying
key performance indicators (KPIs), and
leveraging existing relationships.
Forecasting
It is difficult to devote time and
resources to long-term planning when
there is plenty of work available and
needing to be done immediately.
Forecasting provides the information
needed to make decisions about the
future of the business and allows
the subcontractor the opportunity
to analyze and evaluate expected
revenues and costs over time.
Forecasting should considered workin-progress and projected work
remaining, awarded work not started,
projects being bid or expected to
be bid, geography of WIP and work
being bid, projected labor and project
management available, projected
overhead based on volume and head

counts, projected capital expenditures,
and projected financing needs.
A good forecasting model will help
identify potential cash flow shortages
and allow them to be addressed
before it’s too late. After a robust
forecasting model has been created
the subcontractor can then begin stress
testing the model by looking at how
different variables affect their business
and how they can implement a plan to
react appropriately.
Understanding contract terms
and parties involved
Knowing the history and information
of all parties involved can be beneficial
when making the decision to bid and
price the work. Subcontractors often
don’t understand all of the
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specifics of the construction lending
process, which can lead to additional
risk. The loan agreement may limit
the loan to a set value, have bonding
requirements, or restrictive retainage
requirement. These are all things the
contractors will have to adjust for and
be aware of, because it is unlikely
the lender or owner will notify the
contractors if there is a noncompliance
with the loan agreement.

Leverage your relationships
Subcontractors should leverage their
relationships with external service
providers because they can provide
unique insight and solutions. They most
likely work with many other companies
and have a greater depth of knowledge
about the industry. A different
perspective and opinion may have a
different view of implementing ways
to improve cash flow.

The contract between the GC and the
subcontractor often references back
to the GC’s contract with the owner.
If these items are not spelled out
clearly then the subcontractor should
obtain and review the contract to
understand what is being agreed to.
Subcontractors should also ensure their
project managers understand the key
provisions of the contract.

Your CPA likely works with other
contractors and can be a resource as
you work through various issues as
they may have clients with similar
challenges. Your CPA can be a
good resource to assist with the
development, monitoring, and
revisions to maximize KPIs and
forecasting models.

Key performance
indicators (KPIs)
A KPI is a measurable value that
demonstrates how effectively a
company is achieving key business
objectives. Some key liquidity KPIs at
the project level include:
• Cash conversion cycle by contractmeasures days in AR less days in
AP plus inventory days (AR-AP=ID).
This illustrates how long it takes
a company or project to turn its
resources into cash.
• Rolling two-week billings on
contracts and daily cash collection
on a rolling two-week basis by
contract are two KPIs than can assist
in identifying how collections are
trending and take action if things
begin to slow down.
• Change order requests overdue by
contract is a KPI that will help the
project teams track and identify
changes to the contract so disputes
can be addressed in a timely manner.
Once KPIs have been established,
continued involvement and
accountability are key. The information
derived from KPIs should be used to
drive appropriate change and enhanced
results.

Speak with your banker about current
and future financing needs. Should
you convert short-term debt into
long-term debt to lock in a lower
rate? Do they offer services such as

automated payments, rebate through
credit card purchases, or other products
that could help save money, reduce
risks, and improve cash flow?
Maintain a good relationship with your
surety, they may have best practices
that can help cash metrics. In some
states, contractors can purchase a bond
to effectively release the retainage that
would have otherwise been withheld,
which can have a significant effect on
cash flow.
Get involved with local chapters of
construction associations and network
with peers to develop relationships.
Others may be struggling with similar
issues or have already tackled them.
Conclusion
Enhancing cash flow is important
for subcontractors in a growing and
competitive market. A subcontractor
that fails to monitor and employ best
practices related to cash flow may run
the risk of a cash shortfall.
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TOPIC 606: SELECTING MODIFIED RETROSPECTIVE APPROACH

For the year ending December
31, 2019, private companies are
required to adopt ASC 606, which
will supersede ASC 605. Extensive
preparation has been made at
companies to ensure compliance with
the new guidance. The guidance allows
for a modified retrospective approach
(the most encouraged approach) as
well as practical expedients that may
be selected individually and not as a
group. The new accounting standard
allows for two transition methods: the
“full retrospective” and the “modified
retrospective”. The full retrospective
approach requires companies to
adjust for each prior reporting
period presented, while the modified
approach only requires a cumulative
effect of adopting the standard as of
January 1, 2019.
In addition to reviewing contracts
with customers to ensure compliance
with ASC 606, Companies will be
required to add additional disclosures
to their financial statements. Below
are the new minimum disclosures
required (without regard to practical
expedients):

•

•

•

•
•

• The nature of and reason for
the change in the accounting
principle for the reporting period
that includes the date of initial
application. If the modified

retrospective method is selected the
following information is required:
o Amount by which each financial
statement line item is affected
in the current period.
o Explanation of the reasons for
each change that is identified as
significant.
Revenue from customer contracts
must be reported separately from
other sources of revenue and any
impairment losses.
Revenue disaggregated according
to the timing of transfer of goods
or services (point in time and over
time) and qualitative information
about how economic factors affect
the nature, amount, timing, and
uncertainty of revenue and cash
flows.
Opening and closing balances of
receivables from customer contracts,
contract assets and contract
liabilities for the earliest period
presented under ASC 606.
Performance obligations
Description of the significant
judgements and changes in
those judgements, that affect the
amount and timing of revenue
recognition, including information
about the timing of satisfaction
of performance obligations, the
determination of the transaction
price, and its allocation to
performance obligations.

IRS PAYCHECK CHECKUP
Due to the major changes from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) is recommending that all taxpayers perform a
“paycheck checkup” on their current withholdings. The IRS provides a
withholding calculator application on their website to determine proper
withholding amounts. If a taxpayer owed additional taxes when filing
their 2018 tax return or adjusted their 2018 withholdings during the
year, calculating 2019 withholdings could help avoid an unexpected
tax bill or penalty calculated on their 2019 tax return. To change your
current withholdings, an updated Form W-4 will need to be filed with
the taxpayer’s employer. As withholdings take place throughout the
year, it is best to finalize any adjustments as soon as possible to avoid
future tax burdens.

Even though the aforementioned
disclosures are required, public and
private companies can elect numerous
practical expedients that are available.
Each practical expedient may be
elected based on meeting the criteria
of the expedient, however the election
of these will still need to be disclosed in
the financial statements.

Due to the complexity
of this new guidance,
we highly suggest

speaking with a member
of our dedicated

construction team

to ensure compliance
with ASC 606.
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UHY LLP’s National Construction Practice
is comprised of the country’s foremost
experts in regards to audit and assurance,
tax planning and compliance, and business
advisory services for the construction
industry. We work with a wide range of
key industry segments including general
contractors, underground contractors,
underwater construction, tunnel, and
bridge and heavy highway contractors.
As active members of various national,
state and local construction associations,
state housing councils and specialty
trade groups, our team keeps alert to
industry trends and opportunities. Our

professionals are leaders in the industry
and take the steps necessary to ensure our
client’s future success by identifying and
addressing new accounting requirements
and regulations. You can depend on us
to anticipate major industry issues that
might impact your company and help you
structure workable solutions.
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